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WhenIs a Documentary?:
as a Modeof Reception
Documentary
by Dirk Eitzen

Documentaries-orwhatevertheirdirectorscareto call them-are just not my favoritekindof moviewatching.The factis I don'ttrustthe littlebastards.I don'ttrust
the motivesof thosewho thinkthey are superiorto fictionfilms.I don'ttrusttheir
claimto havecorneredthe marketon the truth.I don'ttrusttheirinordinately
high,
and entirelyundeserved,statusof bourgeoisrespectability.'
-Marcel Ophuls
career
as
a
maker
of
serious
documentaries
belies
his claim to
Ophuls's ongoing
mistrust the form. Nonetheless, Ophuls's declaration gets to the heart of what
defines documentaries ("or whatever their directors care to call them"). All
documentaries-whether they are deemed, in the end, to be reliable or notrevolve aroundquestions of trust. A documentaryis any motion picture that is susceptible to the question "Might it be lying?"
It has been nearly seven decades since John Grierson first applied the term
"documentary"to movies. Still, the definition of the term remains a vexed and
controversialissue, not just among film theorists but also among people who make
and watch documentaries. Definitions of genres like the western and film noir are
in the last analysisfairlyacademic-of more concern to film scholarsthan to nonprofessional viewers. In contrast, as is apparent from the storms of controversy
that rage around "fact-based"fiction films like JFK (1991) and MalcolmX (1992),
the distinctionbetween "fact"and "fiction"is a vital and importantone to popular
movie audiences. It is also probablyindispensable in making sense of many kinds
of everyday discourse, from dinner-table conversation to TV commercials. It is
certainlycrucial in the reception of discourses that are commonly regarded to be
forms of nonfiction, including documentary.
The question I wish to address in this article is, What difference does it
make? How does it matter to the recipients of a discourse, in practical terms,
whether the discourse is considered to be fiction or nonfiction? Although I will
focus chiefly on documentary here-that is, on movies that are supposed to be
nonfiction2-this question pertains to other forms of nonfiction as well, such as
history and journalism.
Documentary has been variouslydefined through the years as "a dramatized
presentationof man's relationto his institutionallife," as "filmwith a message,"as
"the communication,not of imagined things, but of real things only,"and as films
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which give up control of the events being filmed.3 The most famous definition,
and still one of the most serviceable,is John Grierson's,"the creative treatmentof
actuality."4None of these definitions is completely satisfactory.The first excludes
characterstudies and city symphonies,the second includes allegoricalfiction films
like Spike Lee's School Daze (1988), the third begs the difficult question of what
part of a complex documentarylike Fred Wiseman'sHigh School (1968) is "real"
and what part "imagined,"and so on.
The toughest problem for common-sense definitions of documentary,like
Grierson's"the creative treatment of actuality,"is determining just what constitutes "actuality."Every representation of reality is no more than a fiction in the
sense that it is an artificialconstruct, a highly contrived and selective view of the
world, produced for some purpose and therefore unavoidablyreflecting a given
subjectivityor point of view. Even our "brute"perceptions of the world are inescapablytainted by our beliefs, assumptions,goals, and desires. So, even if there is
a concrete, material reality upon which our existence depends (something very
few actuallydoubt) we can only apprehendit through mental representationsthat
at best resemble realityand that are in large part sociallycreated. Some film theorists have responded to this dilemma by claiming that documentaryis actuallyno
more than a kind of fiction that is constituted to cover over or "disavow"its own
fictionality.5
This definition of documentary,though correctly controvertinga kind of naive realism, fails to account for the practical,everydaydifferences between fiction
and nonfiction-differences that we experience as real and that can have real consequences for how we get along in the world, even though they may be in a sense
imaginary.One could use the same line of reasoning to show, for example, that
visual perception is no more than a kind of fiction that just seems particularlyreal.
In theory, my perception of a baseball flying at my head may be no more than an
imaginaryconstruct-a fiction, if you will. Nevertheless, if it does not cause me to
duck, I am liable to get quite a lump. Documentaryhas some of the same practical
implications.
A neat definition of documentaryon the basis of something like textual features or authorialintentions has proved very tricky.I suggest that, in fact, it is impossible. It is impossible because the boundaries of documentary are fuzzy and
variablein viewers' experience and in everydaydiscourse. It is possible to define
"duck-billedplatypus"by saying that the term refers to a finite and distinct empirical category. That is not so with documentary. If you asked most people
whether the reenactment of a kidnappingon the TV tabloid A CurrentAffair is a
documentary or not, the answer would not be a neat yes or no but something
along the lines of "Well . .."And whether or not a semifictionalfilm like Michelle
Citron'sDaughter Rite (1978) is a documentarydepends upon how you look at it.
It would be quite feasible to set up rigorousanalyticaldistinctionsby fiat, as genre
theorists are wont to do, but to the extent that those would draw rigid boundaries
on one side or the other of A CurrentAffair and Daughter Rite, as they would be
bound to do, they would fail to describe the category "documentary"in the way
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we ordinarilyconceive and experience it. That is what counts if we wish to understand and explain actual, ordinarydiscourses (like how a reenactment in A Current Affair actuallyworks on viewers in a particularsituation).
The best way to define documentary,therefore, may be to say simply that it
is whatever people commonly mean by the term. That is what Andrew Tudor
wrote of genres twenty years ago. "Genre,"he wrote, "is what we collectively believe it to be."6What saves this argument from circularity,as Tudorpointed out, is
that how people use genre terms and what they mean by them is pretty strictly
delimited by culture. Daughter Rite might or might not be called a documentary,
depending upon how one makes sense of it. On the other hand, it would appear
practicallyabsurd in ordinarycircumstances to call Rocky (1976) a documentary.
Conventions change, of course. In its time, On the Waterfront(1954) was called a
documentary.Today,it takes a real stretch to think of it as one.
This definition begs the real question, of course. Saying that documentaries
are whatever people commonly take them to be tells us nothing at all about what,
specifically,people commonly do take them to be. That is the crucial question.
Representing Reality. In his recent book, Representing Reality, Bill Nichols
weighs in with a new definition of documentary.The adequacy of a definition, he
claims, has less to do with how well it corresponds to common usage, as Tudor
suggests, than with how well it "locates and addresses important [theoretical]
questions."' The theoretical questions that Nichols wishes to locate and address
have to do primarilywith how power circulatesin documentarydiscourses. That is
certainly an important question. Still, it is but one aspect of how documentaries
function as discourse. Moreover,Nichols appearsto recognize that one cannot adequately address the question of how power circulatesin a discourse without first
understanding how the discourse is perceived and interpreted by its recipients.
Accordingly,he begins by offering his view of how documentariesare conventionally understood.
Conventions circulate and they are negotiated and nailed down, Nichols says,
in three discursive arenas or sites: a community of practitionerswith its institutional supports, a corpus of texts, and a constituency of viewers. Since these three
things are inextricablybound together, the distinction between them is purely
analytical,but it seems a useful one. For documentarydiscourses, the community
of practitionersconsists of people who make or engage in the circulationof documentaryfilms. Its institutionalsupports include funders like the National Endowment for the Arts, distributorslike PBS, professional associations, documentary
film festivals, and so on. The corpus of texts includes everythingthat is commonly
considered to be a documentary.Although Nichols does not say this, it seems logical that some texts, like Daughter Rite and episodes of A Current Affair, might
belong to this corpus only marginallyor provisionally.The constituencyof viewers
includes, in its broadest sense, everyone who occasionallywatches documentaries.
The defining characteristicof this constituency,however,is certain kindsof knowledge about what constitutes a documentaryand about how to make sense of one
Cinema Journal 35, No. 1, Fall 1995
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in conventionallyaccepted ways. The constituency of viewers, it might be added,
has its own institutionalsupports, like newspapercriticism, the educationalestablishment, and, once again, distributorslike PBS which determine how a film is
labeled and the context in which it is seen.8
The key factor that defines the community of practitioners, Nichols maintains, is "a common, self-chosen mandate to represent the historicalworld rather
than imaginaryones." The corpus of texts is defined by an "informinglogic" that
involves "a representation, case, or argument about the historical world." The
constituency of viewers is defined by two common assumptions:first, that "the
images we see (and many of the sounds we hear) had their origin in the historical
world"and, second, that documentariesdo not merely portraythe historicalworld
but make some sort of "argument"about it.9 The definitive factor in every case is
"the historicalworld."Whether you are looking at why documentaries are made,
how they are put together, or how they are interpreted, what conventionallydefines them, Nichols suggests, is their relationshipto "the historicalworld." Specifically,he claims, they make "arguments"about it.
Notice the similaritybetween this definition of documentaryand Grierson's,
"the creative treatment of actuality."For "the creative treatmentof," Nichols substitutes "an argument about"; for "actuality,"he substitutes "historicalreality."
Like Grierson'sdefinition, Nichols's might seem to beg the difficult question of
just what constitutes "actuality"or "historicalreality."Actually,Nichols goes on to
discuss this at some length.
The historicalworld, Nichols suggests, is not just something that we imagine,
even though we can have no perception of it that is not mediated by our imagination of it. The historicalworld is something that lies outside and beneath all our
representationsof it. It is a "brutereality"in which "objectscollide, actions occur,
[and] forces take their toll."10Documentaryis therefore not the representationof
an imaginary reality; it is an imaginative representation of an actual historical
reality. This aligns Nichols's definition of documentary more closely with the
common-sense definition of Griersonthan with those that suggest that documentaryis no more than a kind of fiction that denies its fictional status. Of course, our
perceptions of and ideas about historical (i.e., actual) reality can only be communicated to others in conventional ways. It is in working out these conventional
practices that Nichols's three arenas of discourse-the community of practitioners, the corpus of texts, and the constituency of viewers-come into play.
One can neatly sum up Nichols's definition of documentaryas the use of conventional means to refer to, represent,or makeclaims about historical reality. This
seems a good starting point. There remains one problem, however. There are
manyfiction films that refer to, represent, or make claims about historicalreality.
Spike Lee's School Daze, for example, portraystensions in the student body of a
fictional all-blackcollege-tensions that include strong differences of opinion on
the issue of whether the college should divest its holdings in companies that do
business in South Africa.In 1987, when the film was made, this issue was certainly
a historicalrealityon many college campuses. At the end of School Daze, the main
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character rouses the whole campus early in the morning by ringing a bell and
shouting "Wakeup! Wake up!" His antagonistthroughout the film, a cynical and
exploitativefrat boy, approachesand faces him, implausiblyweeping. Both turn to
look at the camera and, through the camera, at the audience. "Please, wake up,"
the main charactersays, and an alarm clock rings. This scene telegraphs to most
viewers that the film has a point to make-an "argument,"if you will-and that
point clearly has to do, in part, with the historical reality of South African apartheid. By Nichols's definition, School Daze would appear to be a documentary.
Obviously,though, most viewers do not think of it as one.
Nichols tries to solve this problem by saying that fiction films that refer to or
represent reality do so "metaphorically."Neorealism, for example, "presents a
world like the historicalworld and asksthat we view it, and experience the viewing
of it, like the viewing, and experience, of history itself."" This explanationdoes
nothing to illuminate the ending of School Daze, however,which points to historical realitywithout resembling it in the least and without explicitlycomparingit to
anything else.
Compare this to the beginning of Wiseman's High School (1968), in which
the ugly brick facade of Philadelphia'sNortheast High is shot from a passingcar in
a way that makes it look like a factory.The sequence ends with a lingering shot of
the back of a delivery truck that says "Penn Maid Products."All the while on the
soundtrack, presumably from the car radio, Otis Redding sings "sitting on the
dock of the bay, wasting time. .. ." If the reference to reality in School Daze is a
metaphor and the reference to realityin this sequence is not, Nichols fails to make
clear how and why this is so.
Carl Plantingacalls on the philosophy of art of Nicholas Wolterstorffto suga
gest more illuminatingway to distinguishbetween the way in which allegorical
fiction films like School Daze refer to realityand the way that documentaries like
High School do.'2 Wolterstorffsuggests that all representationalworks, including
both documentaries and fiction films, "project a world." This world is an imaginaryone since, being the product of a work of art, it is the expressionof someone's
imagination (even though it may be his or her imagination of reality). Like the
world of everydayexperience, it can consist of things, events, people, causes and
effects, categories, general laws, and so forth. In a given projectedworld, any or all
of these things can be lumped together under the term "a state of affairs."A representationalwork of art, then, can be said to project certain states of affairs.This
argument is so far fairly uncontroversial,even though the terminology is novel.
Wolterstorffclaims that a world or state of affairscan be projected with various "stances."A storytellertypicallytakes a "fictive"stance. "Totake up the fictive
stance towardsome state of affairsis not to assert that the state of affairsis true, is
not to ask whether it is true, is not to request that it be made true, is not to wish
that it were true. It is simply to invite us to consider a state of affairs."13 The purpose is simply to show or describe a world, to present it, not to make claims about
it. In contrast, an "assertive"stance toward some state of affairsdoes make claims
about it. It claims, specifically,that a certain state of affairsis or was so. Plantinga
Cinema Journal 35, No. 1, Fall 1995
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suggests that just such a stance-an "assertive"stance-distinguishes documentaries from fiction films. Like fiction films, he says, documentariespresent a world
for our consideration. Unlike fiction films, they make claims about it.
Here there is a possible point of dispute. An "assertivestance" cannot be put
into a text by the producer,once for all time. It is not something that is built into
texts at all. For example, there is nothing about the form or style of the opening
sequence of High School that sets it apart from similar-lookingsequences in lowbudget fiction films. In fact, the selfsame sequence could in principle be used
to begin a work of fiction. So, rather than saying that a documentary makes assertions, we need to say that a documentary is perceived to make assertions.
Whether or not a text is perceived to make assertionsis partlya matter of conventions (e.g., whether the text looks like a documentary is supposed to look) and
partly a matter of the discursive context (e.g., how the distributorlabels and describes the program). This is how Plantinga sidesteps the intentionalist implications of Wolterstorff'stheory.
Let us return to the problem of how to distinguishan allegoricalfiction film,
like School Daze, from a documentary,like High School. An assertivestance is not
the exclusive domain of documentaries. Fiction can also take an assertive stance
towardthe states of affairsit projects, as Plantingapoints out. Jesus'sparablesand
Aesop's fables are two of the examples he gives. These imply or state outrightthat
they have a point to make-an argument or "moral"that has some bearing on
reality.But there is a difference between such assertions,Plantingaclaims, and the
kind of assertionsthat characterizedocumentaries.When fiction makes assertions
about reality,it proposes an analogyor similaritybetween a projected state of affairs and the real world. In contrast, a documentaryasserts that a projected state
of affairs is true in the real world. Fiction can make assertions of similarity,but
documentaries make assertions of truth. Or, as Plantinga puts it, fictional films
may assert or imply broad artistic truths. "Documentary films may also assert
broad, artistictruths, but they in addition assert that the particularstates of affairs
represented actuallyoccurred."l14
The "Wakeup! Wake up!"at the end of School Daze is at the same time a call
to action in the historical world and an assertion that states of affairs portrayed
earlier in the film are similarto states of affairsin the historicalworld. But it is not
a truth claim. High School makes some of the same kind of claims, such as the
implied claim that Northeast High is like a factory.But unlike School Daze, High
School also makes specific truth claims: that the Penn Maid truck was not
"planted"in the scene but reallyhappened to be drivingby; that the Otis Redding
song actuallyplayed on the radioat some point duringthe filming, etc.'5 It is these
latter claims-things in the film that, on the basis of convention, are perceived to
be truth claims-that make High School a documentary,accordingto Plantinga.

Who Cares about TruthClaims? Plantinga's
distinctionbetweendocumentary
and allegoricalfiction nicely clears up what Nichols probablymeans by sayingthat
fiction refers to reality metaphorically.Plantinga'sclaim that documentariesmake
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truth claims also corresponds closely to Nichols's claim that documentaries make
"arguments"about historicalreality.I am not persuaded, however,that people really make sense of documentaries in the way that Plantingaand Nichols imply, at
least not all of the time. People do not always appear to interpret documentaries
as "arguments."In fact, they sometimes appear to be indifferent or even completely oblivious to any truth claims the documentaries may be making. (This is
precisely why some theorists regardtraditionaldocumentariesto be especially insidious in advancingideologies.)
Consider an example:the final scene of the first episode of Ken Burns's The
Civil War (1991). This scene quotes at length from a sentimental love letter from
a soldier named SullivanBallou to his wife, Sarah,written just before the soldier's
death at the Battle of Bull Run:
If I do not return,my dearSarah,neverforgethowmuchI lovedyou, northatwhen
mylastbreathescapesme on the battlefield,it willwhisperyourname.... Oh Sarah,
if the deadcancomebackto thisearthandflit unseenaroundthosetheylove,I shall
alwaysbe withyou. . .. Always,always.Andwhen the soft breezefansyourcheek,
it shallbe mybreath,or the cool air,yourthrobbingtemple,it shallbe myspiritpassing by.
During this reading, a melancholy tune, "AshokanFarewell,"plays on fiddle and
guitar in the background.The image track shows a series of portraitsof soldiers
with their wives. On a couple of these, the camera lingers on the touching hands
of the couple before tilting up to reveal their faces. Following these portraitsis a
group of present-dayshots of Civil Warcannons, framed in silhouette againsta red
sunset. As the narratorreads, "Andwhen the soft breeze fans your cheek, it shall
be my breath," a chain dangling from one of the cannons waves slowly back and
forth against the crimson sky.
This scene generated a flood of responses-many times more than any other
moment in the eleven-hour series.16Why this scene, in particular?It has nothing
to do with the "arguments"or "truth claims" made in the scene, since those are
ordinaryand trivial.The scene does make and imply truth claims, to be sure, such
as "there was an actual person named SullivanBallou who died at the First Battle
of Bull Run" and "this is an authentic letter." But these are not what viewers pay
attention to. What they remarkabout the scene is how moving and poignant it is,
how it stirs up their sentiments, how it reminds them of their own loved ones, how
it makes them weep.
This scene seems to depend for its effects on something besides "argument."
It seems to rely on melodrama, on sentiment, on the emotional resonance that
SullivanBallou'sletter has for viewers. One might say that instead of stressingthe
syntagmaticconnections between elements-the horizontallinks:sequence, logic,
cause and effect, and so forth-this scene emphasizes the paradigmaticdimension, piling meaning upon meaning to create a kind of emotional depth. In this
scene, which many viewers held to be exemplaryof what made the whole series
interesting and special as a documentary,this rhetoricaloperation seems to be far
more crucial and certainly quite different from what Nichols calls argument.
CinemaJournal 35, No. 1, Fall 1995
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There is no doubt that the scene does have a certain persuasiveforce. There
are many ways in which it successfully manipulatesviewer responses and can be
perceived to advance hidden agendas. For example, the melancholy music seems
designed to wring emotions from viewers. The sentimental letter, the romantic
portraits,and the arty shots of cannons in the sunset all tend to romanticizewar.
The notion of noble sacrifice implicit in this scene seems intended to stir nationalistic sentiments, as well. All of these features might be said to work in quasiargumentationalfashion. Still, attention to these quasi-argumentationalfeatures is
nothing like the typical response reflected in reviews and letters to the producer.
The typical response is evidently not to approachthe text as a rhetoricalconstruct
(as film scholars are wont to do) but to see it as something else entirely.
However one might wish to construe the term argument-as a series of explicit propositions,as an implicit stance, as the assertionof historicity,etc.-it appears that viewers do not, in general, interpret the love-letter scene as an
argument.The typicalreadingis closer to that of melodramaticfiction. It seems to
involve imaginaryinvolvement or "identification"with the soldier anticipatinghis
death or with the wife reading this letter from her late husband. It prompts
thoughts about viewers' own dear ones or, occasionally,reflections on the heroism
of soldiers or the tragedyof war.Viewerswho respond to this scene in such a fashion do not appearto look for or examine or even particularlycare about the truth
claims or argumentsit may make.17
On the other hand, viewers seem to assume that the scene is telling the truth,
even though they do not pay attention to its particulartruth claims. This assumption is precisely what makes it possible for viewers to ignore the truth claims. It is
what makes it possible for them to focus on the melodrama in the scene rather
than on its historicalarguments.The assumptionthat the film is telling the truth
also serves to validate their emotional responses to the scene. If the letter were
presumed to be a fake, its emotional impact would no doubt be considerablydiminished. In fact, a small controversydid arise when it was discovered that the
letter quoted in the scene is actuallyjust one of several differentlyworded "copies" of a letter for which no original could be found.'8
So, I hypothesize that the assumptionthat documentariesin general "tell the
truth" (or are supposed to) precedes and lies beneath the interpretationof particular documentaries,even though people may make sense of a documentary in
altogether different terms-as melodrama, for example. In any event, it seems
clear that viewers do not ordinarilyregard the love-letter scene from The Civil
War as a kind of argumentand they do not ordinarilylook for or attend to its truth
claims.
It is therefore not quite accurateto suggest, as Nichols and Plantingado, that
documentaries are films that are perceived to make arguments or truth claims
about historicalreality,because they are not-at least not all of the time. It is more
correct to say that documentaries are presumed to be truthful, even though considerations about the veracity of particularassertions may play little role in how
viewers actually make sense of them.
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A neater way to say this might be that a documentaryis any film, video, or TV
program that could, in principle, be perceived to lie. I suggest that this is more
than a handy heuristic for the purposes of analysis;it actuallyconforms to the heuristic that people carry around in their heads. It does not produce a nice, neat,
sharply defined set of texts but a fuzzy-edged, somewhat flexible one like the
mental category "documentary"that we actually go by. Is the reenactment of a
kidnapping on A Current Affair a documentary?That depends. It does not depend on whether it makes assertions or arguments. It does not depend upon
whether or not it actually"tells the truth." It depends on whether it is perceived
in such a way that it makes sense to ask, "Might it be lying?"I propose that the
applicabilityof this question, "Mightit be lying?"is what distinguishesdocumentaries, and nonfiction in general, from fiction.
No Lies. If this definition seems familiar,it is no doubt because Umberto Eco
defines a sign in almost the same terms. A sign, he writes, is "in principle ... everything which can be used in order to lie."'9 This is an intriguingdefinition of a
sign but I think a mistaken one. After all, a stop sign, the Greek letter Rt,and a
white T-bird convertible are all signs, yet it is extremely difficult to imagine scenarios in which any of these might be said to lie. How can a stop sign be used to
lie, for example? A statement about a stop sign can lie, like "this sign means go."
But if you tell someone that a stop sign means go and then use the sign to signal
them to go, you have not actuallyused it to lie. You may have lied about the stop
sign, but you have not lied with it. A stop sign cannot lie because a stop sign does
not claim to tell the truth. It just is.
The same thing applies to pictures. A painting is not true or false, it just is.
The painting might be accompaniedby a false caption;it might be an imaginative
rendering or even a forgery. Still, the painting itself can hardlybe said to lie because a painting itself does not claim to tell the truth. Semiotician Sol Worth
makes this point quite convincinglyin a delightful essay called "PicturesCan't Say
Ain't."20
Worthpoints out that, unlike words, pictures cannot negate. With words, you
can say,"Thisis not a.. ." or "It is not the case that. .. ." But try to make a picture
that says, for instance, "This is not a dog" or "It is not the case that this is my
spouse." The only way to do it is by embellishing the picture with words or with
conventional graphic symbols. As Worth says, "There is no pictorial means that a
painter has of indicating that a color, a shape, or an object is something, or anything, else. All that pictures can show is what is-on the picture surface."21
Consider one of Worth'sexamples. Imagine that I superimpose a photograph
of a senator who claims not to know a certain gangster onto a photographof that
gangster dining with his cronies so that it looks as though the senator is toasting
the gangster.What I have produced is a fake, not a lie. Granted, I can lie with the
picture. If I send it around to the newspapers, implying that it is genuine, I am
using the picture to lie. But the picture itself does not lie. It corresponds in all
respects to what it would look like if the senator had, in fact, been there. What
Cinema Journal 35, No. 1, Fall 1995
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would the senator say when confronted with the photograph?"That'sa lie!?" No.
He would say, "That'safake!"-a fake that is being used to corroboratea lie. As
Worth points out, "We say of verbal statements that they are 'not true' or are
'false,'or even are 'full of baloney.'We rarelyif ever, in ethnographicfact, talk that
way about pictures."22
It is no more than a social convention-a custom-that photographsare supposed to record historical actualities. In the early days of the movies, historical
events were regularlyrestaged for the camera, usually transparentlyso. One example is an 1899 Vitagraphshort, Raising Old Glory over Morro Castle, which
depicts part of the actual ceremony in which Spain ceded its sovereignty over
Cuba. The film shows an American flag going up in front of what is patently a
painting of Morro Castle-and a very poor painting, at that.23Audiences apparently did not mind.
It is not just a social convention, however, that "picturescan't say ain't."It is
the nature of pictures. Even though a picture can depict what is not and never
was, like a senator toasting a gangster he has never met, a picture has no means of
expressingwhat it does not depict. So, as Worth says, "since pictures do not have
the formalcapabilityof expressingpropositionsof negation, it follows that pictures
cannot be treated as meaningful on a dimension of truth and falsity. If pictures
cannot depict the propositionthat something is not so, or is not the case, it would
hardly be reasonable to suggest that pictures are designed to depict only those
things that are the case."24What pictures depict is only what is, in the pictureeven though that could very well be something imaginary,like the starshipEnterprise zooming throughthe MilkyWay,or something untrue, like an honest senator
toasting a gangster. Pictures constitute a "reality"of their own. In the words of
Wolterstorff,they "projecta world."
This is not to say, nor does Worth say, that pictures cannot be used to lie or
perceived to lie. To the contrary.As I pointed out, if I distributea composite photograph of a senator toasting a gangster whom he has actually never met, I am
surely lying-by implicationif not explicitly.The reason is that people in our culture are very familiarwith the mechanical means by which photographsare created. Even though the technologies for producing "trick"or "fake"photographs
are also becoming increasinglywell known, these technologies can make it virtually impossible for even a sophisticated viewer to distinguish a fake photograph
from an authentic ofte. Accordingly,it is usuallyconsidered to be unacceptable-a
kind of lie-to mislead people by circulatinga fake photographwithout explicitly
stating that it is fake. Recall the flap that TV Guide created some years ago by
superimposingthe dieting OprahWinfrey'shead onto Ann-Margret'sbody for its
cover photo. Had scissors marks been evident, no one would have complained.
The scandal in this case was that the fakery was too good to be obvious.25The
presumption that photographicallyproduced images "tell the truth" is a very
powerful one in our society. Yet there is nothing in the images themselves that
makes this so. Just consider how easilywe put that presumptionaside when we go
to the movies.
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The point is that what makes a photograph or any other picture "lie" is not
something in a picture but something extrinsic to it. In the case of the Oprah/
Ann-Margret photograph, this extrinsic factor was readers' assumption (usually
correct, but in this case mistaken)that photographsin journalisticpublicationsare
not contrived or faked. In another instance it might be a false caption or label-an
express verbal statement that leads one to draw false conclusions, like "Oprah's
dramaticdiet!"
It is not self-evident that what applies to pictures applies to moving pictures.
Movies are, after all, full of words. Because they are full of words, they tend to
carry labels with them in a way that photographsordinarilydo not. A movie can
say, "This is a filmed record of actual events" or, for that matter, "The characters
in this movie have no resemblance to actual people, living or dead." Such statements are analogousto the caption of a photograph,and there is no question that
they can "lie" or at least be false. But outside of credit sequences, such explicit
metatextuallabels are rare in fiction films, completely absent in High School, and
unusual even in very wordy documentaries like Frank Capra'sWhy We Fight series (1942-1945). For the most part, like pictures, movies-even "documentary"
movies-are devoted simply to "projectinga world." This applies to the bulk of
their editing, to their movement, their dialogue, and their music. It applies even to
express verbal propositions like, "Aweek before the Battle of Bull Run, Sullivan
Ballou, a majorin the Second Rhode Island Volunteers,wrote home to his wife in
Smithfield."Although viewers may assume this statement is a true one, there is
nothing about its form that distinguishes it from fiction.
In short,Worth'sargumentsabout pictures applyto everythingin movies that
does not have the character of an express metatextual caption or label. What a
movie typically does when it represents a space, action, or event is no different
from what a photograph does when it depicts an object or scene. It "projects a
world."
The point here, again, is not that movies cannot, in effect, lie. There is no
question that they can. The point is that when viewers perceive movies to lie (or,
for that matter,to "tell the truth"),that perception is with few exceptions a product of the metatextuallabel or interpretive frameworkthat they apply to the text,
not a product of the form of the text per se.
Admittedly,the form of the text can prompt viewers to "frame"it in a particularway. ("Framing"is a term used by sociolinguiststo describe the process of
applying a metatextuallabel or interpretive frameworkto a discourse.)"2For example, a jiggly camera, poor lighting, and bad sound suggest, "This is cinema
verite." Still, there is nothing about the form of such footage that demands that it
be framed in a particularfashion. There is nothing in the form of School Daze that
prevents viewers from framing it in a way that poses the question, "Might it be
lying?" One might wonder, for example, whether Spike Lee really directed the
film or whether it is actually LarryFishburne in a particularscene or just a standin. Conversely, there is nothing about the form of The Civil War that requires
viewers to pose the question, "Might it be lying?"One might as easily regardthe
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film as an engaging melodrama-a "story"-to which the question "Might it be
lying?"does not or need not apply.A work of fiction might, on formalgrounds,be
virtuallyindistinguishablefrom The Civil War.Consider,for example, how Citizen
Kane incorporatesa take-off of The March of Time so studiouslyfaithfulthat, outside of its fictional context, it might be mistaken for the genuine article.
So, it is not the representationalor formal aspects of a movie that determine
whether viewers "frame"it as a documentary but rather a combination of what
viewers want and expect from a text and what they suppose or infer about it on the
basis of situational cues and textual features. In other words, the question that
distinguishesdocumentaries, "Mightit be lying?"is one that is posed by viewers,
not texts. In short, documentarymust be seen, in the last analysis,not as a kind of
text but as a kind of "reading."
One movie demonstratesexceptionallywell how true this is. It is a fake documentaryentitled, appropriatelyenough, No Lies (Mitchell Block, 1973).27No Lies
is a fiction film inasmuch as it is scripted and meticulously rehearsed and all the
charactersin the film are played by actors. It is, however, on the surface virtually
indistinguishable from a cinema verit6 documentary.The film portrays a filmmaker trying to record spontaneous events as they unfold and, as with all verit6
films, we see these events through the filmmaker'scamera.
The filmmaker,supposedly a production student working on an assignment,
is filming a woman friend in her apartmentas she puts on makeup and gets ready
to go out to a movie. The woman is understandablyat somewhat of a loss for
things to say.After a few minutes, she lets it drop that she was raped the previous
evening. The filmmaker (who like any good documentarianis quick to exploit a
moment of potential drama)proceeds to cajole, challenge, and cross-examineher
to get her to elaborate on the incident. Despite the woman's attempts to change
the subject, the filmmakerbadgers her about it relentlessly-saying, for example,
that he doubts her story because she seems so cavalier about it-until she breaks
down. Then, instead of apologizing,he justifies himself. He refuses to turn off the
camera, despite her repeated entreaties, until she finally leaves the apartment.
The film scrupulouslycopies the look of a verit6 documentary.The camerais
handheld and the cameraworkis a bit awkward,the rooms are unevenly lit, there
is no nondiegetic sound, and the film consists of what appears to be a single unbroken long take. There are actuallya couple of seams where the filmmakersstop
the camera to change magazines,but they are so well hidden that you do not see
them unless you look for them carefully.The acting in the film is impeccableas naturallyself-conscious (or self-consciously natural) as a "real"verit6 performance. The only conspicuous indicationthat this film is not really a documentary
is the credit sequence, at the end of the film, which identifies the charactersin the
film as actors.
So many things about this film label it a documentary-from the title, to
comments made by the characters, to the rigorous adherence to documentary
conventions-that viewers tend to overlook or ignore the contradictoryend credits. When they are told that the film is, indeed, a fiction film-scripted, rehearsed,
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and acted out-their reading of the film undergoes a remarkabletransformation.
The film produces dramaticallydifferent kinds of response when viewers see it as
a fiction film than when they regard it as a documentary.And since it is the selfsame footage, it cannot be the form or style or "content"of the film that determines which of the two ways it is read.
When people first watch No Lies, without having been told beforehand that
it is a fake documentary or a fiction film, they become visibly disturbed at the
distress to which the filmmakeris subjectingthe woman. They report feeling very
sorryfor the woman and extremely angryat the filmmakerin the film, whom they
assume to be the creative agent of the film, as well. When they are persuaded that
the film is, indeed, a fiction, much of their anger is displaced from the filmmaker
in the film to the filmmakerbehind the film. Since the filmmakerin the film is just
an actor playing a role, it is no longer appropriateto be angry at him for being
cruel to the woman. One can still be angry at his character, of course, but the
target of the anger has shifted. Even though the anger is still genuine, it is now
directed at a person who is regarded as imaginary,rather than at one who is supposed to be real. Besides that anger, though, viewers now feel angry at having
been duped. Worth calls this "media rage";28it is like the anger people felt at
being taken in by the Oprah/Ann-Margretphotograph. This anger is directed at
the perpetratorof the hoax-in the case of No Lies, the person who orchestrated
the film.
Viewers' anger at having been deceived shows that they must have initially
supposed the film to be makingcertain truth claims. They must have attributedto
the film the implicit claim that "thingsin this film really are what they seem"-a
claim that is rarely if ever attributed to fiction. If No Lies were a genuine documentary rather than a fake one, the question of whether it is lying might never
arise in viewers' minds. Still, you can see how, in principle, it might. The assumed
claim that "things in this film really are what they seem" opens the film up to
questions like, Is the woman makingup this incident (as the filmmakerin the film
suggests more than once)? Are there important aspects of this story that the film
does not show? And (althoughthis seems unimaginableon first viewing) could the
woman in the movie be merely playing a part?
Once viewers know that No Lies is a fiction film, a very different set of questions takes hold. The question "Mightit be lying?"still pertains to how the film is
labeled, but it no longer applies to the world projected in the film. If the woman
is an actress, it is completely irrelevantto the story whether or not she was raped
in reality.The account she gives of being raped is a fiction, not a lie; a portrayal,
not a truth claim.
Viewers might still ask whether the portrayalis true in a general sense. Does
the woman's account represent the experiences of rape victims in general? Is
verit6 documentaryfilmmakingin fact a kind of rape? Is the relativelytrivial experience of being tricked by a film really at all like the life-shatteringexperience
of rape? Still, questions like these about the general truth of the depiction are of
a different order than the question "Is it lying?"The difference is that No Lies
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does not claim to represent the experiences of rape victims in general. It portrays
a specific instance of rape and leaves generalizationsto the viewers. It does not
claim that verit6 documentaryis like rape. It sets up an obvious comparisonbut
lets viewers draw their own conclusions.
Because No Lies does not make express claims about general truths, it makes
no sense to ask whether it might be lying about those general truths. If the woman's account of being raped were completely atypicaland were to lead viewers to
draw false conclusions about rape in general, that still could not ordinarilybe considered a lie or falsehood because, again, what the film represents is a single instance, not a generality. The film gives no express instructions about what
conclusions viewers should draw from the one instance it depicts. Because the
film cannot be said to lie at this level, it is not a documentaryat this level, according to the definition I have proposed.
But there is another level at which the film remains a documentary.Even
when viewers know that No Lies is a fiction, they retain a very strong sense that it
makes untrue claims. It is not just a novel fiction film; it is afake documentary.It
lies about what it is. It assigns itself a false label. So even though the question
"Might it be lying?"no longer applies to what is represented in the film, it still
obviously applies with regardto the question "Whatkind of film is this?"On this
plane, No Lies is still a documentary,even though it portraysan entirely fictional
scenario. It is a fiction film about rape, but it is a documentaryabout documentaries. I suggest that this, in fact, corresponds to the way most viewers interpret
the film.
According to most definitions of documentary, No Lies must either be a
documentaryor not be one. This simply does not conform to the way people experience the film. In terms of how viewers actuallymake sense of it, it would be
more accurate to say that No Lies is first a documentary and then both a documentary and not one. At first viewing (for people who do not know the film's secret), No Lies is labeled as a documentary, perceived as a documentary, and
interpreted as a documentary.For all intents and purposes, it is a documentary.
Once viewers realize how the film was made, it is read on two different planes: as
a fiction film about rape, on one level, and, on another level, as a fake
documentary-a film that makes certain truth claims that it paradoxicallyreveals
to be false.
The example of No Lies shows how the same film can be "framed"either as
documentaryor as fiction and how different the resulting readingswill be. It also
shows how the definition that I have proposed for documentaries-namely, any
film that could, in principle, be said to lie-applies to an extraordinarilydifficult
instance: a well-faked documentarythat first hides and then reveals its sleight of
hand. Finally,I think it shows that the question we really ought to ask is not what
but when is a documentary?
When Is a Documentary? Documentaries are characterizedby a particularinterpretive "frame,"I have argued, in which it makes sense to ask, "Mightthe text
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be lying?"The question remains, When or under what circumstances does this
frame apply? How do people know when it is appropriateto frame a movie as a
documentary?
I have alreadyalluded to two kinds of situational cues that are especially important in signalingviewers to frame a movie as a documentary.The first consists
of explicit verbal labels, like explanatorytitle sequences and programnotes in TV
Guide. The second consists of any of a host of things in or around a text that trigger viewers' "knowledge"about the real world and about discourses aimed at illuminating it, like recognizably "authentic"film footage of a historic figure like
John F. Kennedy and the wobbly camera that says, "This is cinema verit&."Besides these situational cues, viewers' aims and interests obviously play a role in
determiningwhat kind of frame they applyto a discourse. For instance, despite all
of the things that ordinarilymark School Daze as a fiction film, it is quite easy for
anyone who is interested in, say, Larry Fishburne's development as an actor to
regard it as a "document."
What I characterize here as situational cues, Noil Carroll has previously
called "indexes.""Producers,writers, directors, distributors,and exhibitorsindex
their films as nonfiction ...," he writes. "We don't characteristicallygo to films
about which we must guess whether they are fiction or nonfiction. They are generally indexed one way or the other.""29Plantingapicks up and elaborates on this
idea. He writes that because a film is indexed publicly,how it is indexed becomes
a "propertyor element of the text within its socio-culturalmilieu" and not merely
the product of a spectator'sinferences.3' He argues, in effect, that even if documentary is a kind of "reading,"as I have proposed, it is so firmly attached to particulartexts in any given interpretivecommunitythat there is nothing to be gained
by defining it as a kind of reading. Moreover,Plantingamaintains,even though a
spectator must decide how a film is indexed, because it is culture that indexes
films, a spectator is capable of being mistaken. So, if you were to interpret High
School as a fiction film or School Daze as a documentary,your interpretation
would be "wrong,"plain and simple.31
Not wrong, I would reply,just unusual and unconventional.After all, School
Daze is, indeed, a documentary of Larry Fishburne's acting style around 1987.
And it is possible to watch High School as an interesting, quasi-fictionalcommentary on high schools in general (in much the same way that School Daze is a commentary on colleges), without much worryingabout how accuratelyit depicts the
particularsof Northeast High.
Plantingasuggests that all one needs to do to adequatelydefine documentary
is determine which texts are indexed as documentarywithin a given sociocultural
milieu, and then one has a de facto definition. One has specified the common
usage of the term, just as good dictionarydefinitions are supposed to do. In fact,
Plantinga claims, one has specified precisely what we collectively believe documentaries to be.
Although this might seem to be a sensible and straightforwardway to pin
down what we collectively believe documentaries to be, I would argue that it has
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three fatalflaws. First, as I pointed out at the startof this essay,determiningwhich
texts are indexed as documentaryin our culture and which are not is not merely
tricky,it is impossible. Textslike Daughter Rite and No Lies, and even well-known
and popular texts like JFK and episodes of A Current Affair, are not neatly indexed in one way or the other. They are ambiguouslyindexed or indexed in a way
that allows them to be read as either documentaryor fiction or intermittently as
one then the other. Plantinga suggests using a "weighted global average"to determine whether texts like these should be called documentaries.32But, at this
point, the problem of definition has become largely an academic exercise. Moreover, it is an exercise that can lead one to trivialize the complexity of marginal,
ambiguous, and mixed texts.
Second, Plantinga'sapproachto definition ignores the extent to which people
apply frames like "documentary"in variableways, depending upon their changing
aims and interests. People have considerablechoice in how to interpretor "frame"
any discourse. It is easy, as I have pointed out, to regard School Daze as a documentary of sorts if one asks questions of the text that invite such a stance. Conversely, it is quite possible to "read"The Civil War as though the whole text were
make-believe, if one is so inclined.
Finally, Plantinga'sapproachwrites off certain unconventionalreadings and
unusual applicationsof texts as "wrong."Aside from the political implications of
doing this, it is obviously not a very practical approach to the problem of how
people really do make sense of documentaries. If one's primaryconcern is to determine which texts belong in the canon of documentaryand which do not, then
it may be necessary to discard idiosyncraticreadings. If, on the other hand, one
wishes to establish the particularways in which people see documentariesas special and distinct, it is importantnot to discount unusual or ambivalent"readings."
This is especially so because, as No Lies amply demonstrates,the label documentary is not necessarilyattachedto texts in any fixed way. Nor is it attachedto every
element in a text. The ending of Schindler'sList (1993), for example, is clearlyset
apartas something different from the rest of the film-something special: "documentary."So, if one wishes to analyze documentaries as an actual form of discourse rather than as an abstractcategory of text, the real problem is not how to
categorize whole texts but how people make sense of those particularmoments
and elements of films that they frame as documentary-whenever that may be.
Nevertheless, Plantinga and Carroll are quite correct in pointing out that
there is a high degree of agreement among viewers of movies in our culture about
when the label documentaryapplies and when it does not or, to put it differently,
about when viewers are supposed to frame a film as nonfiction. The reason is that
in almost every movie-viewing situation, there is a plethora of conventional cues
that signal how the discourse is supposed to be framed. Textsgenerallycome to us
"indexed"in one way or another, even though viewers alwayshave the option to
ignore a text's "indexing"and to appropriateit in some other fashion.
It would be interesting to explore further the question of just what kind of
situational cues tend to "index"a text as a documentary in our culture. In fact,
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there are already a great many excellent studies of the conventional forms and
techniques of documentariesthat, in effect, do just that. But the question that has
been neglected, and the one to which I have been devoting my attention here, is
the question of what it is that distinguishes or characterizesthe frame that people
bring to texts that they regard as documentaries.This is something different from
what "indexes" a discourse as documentary in the first place, even though the
"frame"and the "indexes"tend to be attached to the same texts.
Some texts are almost invariablyframed in a way that precludes askingtrue
or false questions about them. In ordinarycircumstances, it almost never makes
sense to ask of a Georgia O'Keeffe painting of a skull on a rose whether it is true
or false. Magritte'spainting of a pipe with the caption "Ceci n'est pas une pipe"
whimsicallymakes this same point. The same thing also applies to the illustrations
in story books and to romance novels. In addition, it almost invariablyapplies to
fiction films-even fiction films with an obvious "message"or "moral"like School
Daze.
The ending of School Daze obviously refers to the historical reality of apartheid in South Africa. It asserts certain things, too, such as a similaritybetween
college cliquishness and racialprejudice. It even makes an argument-that we all
have prejudices that we need to wake up to. It nevertheless makes no sense to say
that the scene might be lying. School Daze is also full of wildly implausibleevents,
like a musical dance number in which two factionsof coeds act out a confrontation
over hair styles. Still, no matter how fantastic and far-fetched a scene like this
might seem, it would again be inappropriateto suggest that it might be lying. Because of the way School Daze is framed (under ordinarycircumstances)the question "Might it be lying?"just does not pertain.
The world portrayedin Wiseman'sHigh School is no less imaginarythan the
world portrayedin School Daze. It is a highly selective and constructed account of
particularsituations and events. In many respects, viewers treat High School just
like a fiction film, even though it is clearly "indexed"as a documentary.This extends even to many of those conventionalfunctions of the text that Nichols claims
characterizedocumentaries. So, for example, High School can be taken to refer to
actual authoritarianteaching practices, to assert that Northeast High is like a factory, and to argue that what is true of Northeast High is true of high schools in
general. Still, these are generally taken to represent a point of view, just like the
point of view represented in School Daze that college cliquishness is in some respects like apartheid.The question "Mightthe film be lying?"does not really apply to such claims. Even if someone "knows"on the basis of personal experience
that Northeast High is not at all like a factory,he or she would not ordinarilysay
that High School is lying by implying otherwise, just that it is wrong. On this
level- the level that has to do with the imputed "point"or "moral"of the filmHigh School is read in the same way as the last scene of School Daze. That is evidently not what distinguishes it as a documentary.
But there is another level at which the question "Might it be lying?"clearly
does applyto High School. Because of how the film is "indexed,"viewers generally
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assume that the representationsmade in the film are really what they seem to be.
They assume, for example, that the building shown in the opening sequence is
really Northeast High and not some factorydown the street. They assume that the
Penn Maid Products truck in the scene just happens to have been there and was
not planted there by Wiseman to make a point. Assumptionslike these make the
question "Mightit be lying?"very relevant. Such assumptionsare absolutelycentral to how one interprets High School. That is what makes High School a documentary.It is true that one might make similarassumptionswith regardto School
Daze. One might assume, for instance, that the actor in a particularscene is really
LarryFishburne and not a stand-in. Still, in contrastto High School, such assumptions ordinarilyhave no bearing on how viewers interpret School Daze.
I have tried to show that the question "Might it be lying?"is the key to figuring out whether and when a film is perceived as a documentary.33I do not mean
to suggest that this is the only question worth considering. On the contrary.Once
we have established that people regardand make sense of High School as a documentary,there are all kinds of other questions about it that are worth considering.
It is worth considering how viewers might also read the film as an allegory or as
melodrama. It is worth considering how fictional techniques work in the film to
"project a world" and how this projected world promotes certain inferences and
generalizations about the historical world. It is worth considering how the film
marshals"evidence"to develop an argument and persuade viewers of its claims.
And it is certainly worth considering how power circulates through such a
discourse-how it can work to naturalizeor lend authorityto particularpoints of
view. "Might it be lying?"is by no means the only question we need to ask if we
want to understand how documentaries work. I suggest, however, that it is the
only question we need to ask to determine whether, or when, a film is workinglike
a documentary.
One could still maintainthat "to work like" a documentaryand to be a documentaryare two different things. There are, after all, films that we call fiction, like
JFK, that are widely supposed to make truth claims, and films that we call documentaries, like Robert Flaherty'sLouisiana Story (1950), that unfold just like fiction. Still, as I have argued throughout this essay, there is no such thing as a text
that is intrinsicallyand necessarilya documentary.It is a particularkind of reading
frame that makes a text a documentary.In other words, a documentaryis what
people are accustomed to make of it, no more and no less. What they are accustomed to make of it, I have tried to demonstrate, is a film or video or television
program that they presume to make truth claims. When JFK is watched in this
way, I maintainthat it in effect becomes a documentary.When Louisiana Story is
not, it in effect becomes a fiction film.
One might also point out that this does not give us a fixed and determinate
body of texts to classify as documentaries. That does not matter. The interesting
and important problem is not how to absolutely define what is actually a rather
indefinite body of texts but, rather,to discover how people make sense of a particular kind of discourse that they experience as special and discrete-namely,
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documentarydiscourse. Still, as I have allowed, this does describe a group of texts
that is conventionallyfairlystable. The situationsin which School Daze is actually
read as a documentaryor High School as a fiction film are extremelyrare. It is also
unusual that we are genuinely puzzled or confused about whether to read a particular text as documentary or as fiction. As Carroll points out, we most often
know even before seeing a text how it is "indexed."Even with texts in those monstrous borderline categories of "docudrama"and "infotainment,"which include
programs like A Current Affair and the enormously successful miniseries Roots
(1977), the aspects of the texts to which documentary standardsapply are very
well staked out by convention. Really puzzling films like Daughter Rite and No
Lies are the exceptions that prove the rule.
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"129 Yearsin His Grave, Civil War MajorSullivanBallou Touches America'sHeart as
He Once Touched His Beloved Sarah's,"People Weekly,October 15, 1990, 67.
This is part of Eco's famous definition of semiotics: "Semiotics is concerned with everythingthat can be taken as a sign. A sign is everythingwhich can be taken as significantly substitutingfor something else. This something else does not necessarilyhave to
exist or to actuallybe somewhere at the moment in which a sign stands in for it. Thus
semiotics is in principle the discipline studying everything which can be used in order
to lie. If something cannot be used to tell a lie, conversely it cannot be used to tell the
truth: it cannot in fact be used 'to tell' at all. I think that the definition of a 'theory of
the lie' should be taken as a pretty comprehensive programfor a general semiotics."In
A Theory of Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1976), 7, emphasis in
original.
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20. In Sol Worth, Studying Visual Communication(Philadelphia:Universityof Pennsylvania Press, 1981), 162-184.
21. Ibid., 174.
22. Ibid.
23. A still from the film along with a descriptionof the celebration it depicts from the New
YorkTribuneare reprinted in Before Hollywood (New York:American Federation of
Arts, 1986), 95.
24. Worth, Studying Visual Communication,179.
25. I suspect that part of the pleasure that readers get from journals like the National
Enquirer-which habitually prints "photographs"of prominent politicians shaking
hands with extraterrestrials,300-pound infants, and the like-lies in trying to figure
out whether and how these photographs(and the equally unlikelyprose "reports"that
accompany them) are faked. This use of photographs flouts the conventions of "serious"journalismbut in a way that flaunts its own insouciance. The Oprah/Ann-Margret
photograph might have seemed appropriateto people in such a context but not, evidently, on the cover of TV Guide.
26. For a definition and an insightful analysis of the way "framing"applies to many
different kinds of ordinarydiscourse, see Erving Goffman's well-known book, Frame
Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1974).
27. No Lies is a notoriousfilm but probablynot a particularlywidely seen one, so it is worth
mentioning an illuminatingreview of the film that describes it in more depth than I can
here: Vivian Sobchack, "No Lies: Direct Cinema as Rape," in Rosenthal, ed., New
Challengesfor Documentary, 332-341. No Lies is distributed by Direct Cinema Ltd.
28. Worth, Studying Visual Communication,177.
29. Noel Carroll,"From Real to Reel: Entangled in the Nonfiction Film," PhilosophicExchange 14 (1983): 24.
30. Plantinga,"ATheory of Representation,"32.
31. Ibid., 33. Plantinga'sexamples are Rear Window and The Battle of San Pietro.
32. Ibid., 39. This does some injustice to Plantinga's argument by oversimplifying it.
Plantinga actually argues that this is how viewers categorize documentaries. Even if
this is to some extent correct, viewers clearlytolerate some ambiguityin assigningsuch
labels which tends to vanish when ambiguous labels are assigned in an absolute way.
33. There is one other alternativetheory that deserves to be mentioned, at least in passing.
Roger Odin maintains, as I do and for similar reasons, that what distinguishes documentary is a particularmode of reception. He calls this mode of reception (following
the French propensity to invent new jargon) a "documentarizingreading."The essential criterion of such a reading, Odin argues, is "the construction by the reader of an
Enunciator which is presupposed to be real." Odin's notion of an Enunciator is extremely broad and somewhat idiosyncratic.It is not necessarilya person or people; it is
anything that is supposed to be responsible for some aspect of the film. For example,
Monument Valley may be deemed one Enunciator of a western to the extent it is
supposed to impress itself on the film in a significant way. In the same way, society,
historical events, the camera, an institution, or a narratorare all potential Enunciators in a documentarizing reading. There are two considerations that distinguish a
documentarizingreading, accordingto Odin. The first is that the reader must attend to
an Enunciator of the film and regard it as significant. The second is that the reader
must consider this Enunciatorto be "real."If one watches School Daze as a story that
(in classical Hollywood fashion) "tells itself," one is not attributingparticularsignificance to any particularEnunciator and therefore one is not reading it as a documentary. If one regards the movie as the story of a particular fictional character, that
character may be seen as the Enunciator, but inasmuch as it is supposed to be an
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imaginaryor "unreal"character,one is again not readingthe movie as a documentary.
But if one watches the movie as an expression of Spike Lee's directorial style, a particular Enunciator (Lee, in this case) is "presupposed"to be both relevant and "real,"
and therefore the movie is being read as a documentary.Although I agree with Odin's
approach,I find two problems with the way he characterizesthe documentarymode of
reception. First, he puts too much emphasis on the supposedly "real"origins of documentaryelements. Dramatizationsand illustrationscan be and often are read as documentary moments, irrespective of their "unreal"origins. Radio documentaries, for
example, quite often use no originalsound whatsoever.Viewers do not necessarilysuppose that they do. Still, there is no question that they are regarded as documentaries.
Second, a reader can suppose the author of a motion picture to be relevant and real
and still regardthe movie as a fiction. Modernistfiction films, self-reflexive comedies,
experimental films, and some kinds of animation all invite such a reading. When we
watch 81/2,for example, we tend to explain the weird plot twists, the odd characters,
and the dreamlike sequences by reference to the author, Fellini-a "presumed real
Enunciator,"to be sure. Still, that does not necessarilymean we are readingthe film as
a documentary.We do not regard it as a "record"of Fellini's intent but rather as a
fiction film that is deliberately somewhat obscure. Odin's essay, "Film documentaire,
lecture documentarisante,"appears in Cindmaset Rdalitis (CIEREC, Universit6 de
Saint-Etienne) (1984): 263-278.
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